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CHARACTERIZATION OP SPHERICAL AND PSEUDO-SPHERICAL SETS OF POINTS 

A semi-metric space is defined to Le a set of undefined elements, 

called "points", such that for any two elements p, q of the set there 

corresponds a not negative real number pq, called the "distance" between 

the points p and q, which satisfies the following postulates: 

(1) . pq = qp; 

(2) . pq = 0 if and only if the points p and q are identical* 

Two pairs of points p, q; pf q* such that pq = p^' are said to be con¬ 

gruent* A mapping of a set S upon a set S' is called a congruent mapping 

if to each pair of points of S there corresponds a congruent pair of points 

of S'* Two sets 3 and S' are said to be congruent provided there exists 

a congruent mapping of one upon the other* The nature of the investigations 

presented here justifies their division into two sections, a description 

of which follows* 

Section I* The Circle* A set is said to be d-cycllc if it is 

congruent to a subset of a circle of metric diameter d, the distance 

between ary two points of the circle being defined to be the length of the 

shorter arc joining them; while a set is pseudo d-cyclic if each three 

points of the set is d-cyclic, .but the set itself is not d-cyclic* 

D-cyclic and pseudo d-cyclic sets of points are characterized by means 

of distance relations expressible in determinantal form.i The principal 

theorem concerning pseudo d-cyclic sets shows that such sets are equi- 

lateral provided they contain more than four points, and no four of the 

points form a convex tripod* • This theorem is equivalent to a new 

* Four points are said to form a convex tripod if one of the points 
lies between each of the three pairs of points contained in the remaining 
three points. The point q is said to lie between the points p and r if 
pq-t-qr = pr. 



theorem on nth-order determinants of a certain class* Using synthetic 

methods, L* M. Blumenthal has proved most of the theorems contained in 

this section** Finally, a method of construction of the three kinds of 

.pseudo d-cyclio quadruples is obtained* 
Section II* The Sphere 3 a. ^ . The twO-dimensional spherical 

apace 3^^ consists of the points of the surface of a three-dimensional 

sphere of radius r in a Euclidean space of three dimensions, with the 

distance between two points of the surface defined to be the length of 

the shorter arc of a great circle through the two points* The S,, ^ 

is character!xed among general semi-metric spaces by means of four 

principal theorems* A set of points which is congruent to a subset of 

the S»./A. is said to be r-spherlc* A set such that each four points 

of the set is r-spherio while the set itself is not r-spheric is said 

to be pseudo r-spheric* A method of constructing pseudo r-spheric 

quintuples is obtained and some of their properties are derived* 

A theorem concerning pseudo r-spheric sets similar to the "equilateral11 

theorem proved for pseudo d-cyclic sets has not yet been proved* 

I* The Oircle 

Let and p^. be any two points of a semi-metric space* Ve 

denote by OC^ • the angle £££t radians* where r is the radius (Euclidean) 
* /u 

of the circle of metric diameter d; i.e. d —-nt/u* 

* These theorems are contained in two papers published in the 
American Journal of Mathematical "A Complete Characterisation of Proper 
Pseudo d-Cyclic Seta of Points", Tol. 54 (1952), pp. 537-596; and 
"Concemimg Regular Pseudo d-Cyclic Sets", Tol. 54, pp. 729-758* 
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If pt are n.points of a semi-metric space, we denote 

by" A(p >P »**»,p ) the axisymmetric determinant 

d-cyclic If and only if 0 V and /\(p. ,p^tp,) — 0, (1.1 = 1,2,5)* 

Evaluating the determinant A (p, »P,_»P3 )» we have 

points p^ »P)U»P3 are d-cyclic* If A (p, »P,,»P3) — 0» then by (1) one 

of the following conditions must subsist* 

where k is an integer* Since 0 4é 771 , the only possible value 

for k in the first of these equations is 1, while in the three remaining 

But, when one of these conditions exists, the points p ,p ,p, are d-cyclic? 

and the sufficiency of the theorem is proved* 

* L*. M* Blumenthal, "A Complete Characterization of Proper Pseudo 

d-Qyclic Sets of Points", American Journal of Mathematics, Yol. 54, 
p* 583 

1 COS^/a.* • • COS C<, 

1 • * C09 

coso^, coso^; 1 

Theorem 1* Three points p, of a semi-metric space are 

Ie shall prove first that if 0 ^ *01 and A.(p »P. »P ) •= 0, the 

equations the only possible value for k is 0* Hence, the four equations 

are equivalent to the following* 
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If p; #PV»P3 are d-cyclic, then 0<p^pj.^d and one of the con¬ 

ditions (2) subsists** Hence, one of the factors in (l) vanishes* Thus, 

we have 0 Coand A(p, »Pa_»P3) - 0» which establishes the necessity 

of the theorem* 

From (l) we have immediately the following corollary: 

Corollary. The determinant A(pf,pXJp^) is zero if and only if one 

of the relations 

is satisfied* 

Definition» Three points of a semi-metric space are said to be 

circular provided the points are congruent to three points of some 

circle. 

Theorem»!. A necessary and sufficient condition that three points 

of a seml-raetric space be circular is that the points satisfy 

the triangular inequality* 

where d is the metric diameter of the circle. Suppose p, ,p„ ,p_ do 

not satisfy the triangular inequality. We may assume the labeling so 

Adding (1) and (2) we have p, ^ > d, which is impossible, since d is the 

metric diameter of the circle containing the three points congruent to 

p; • Hence, the necessity of the condition is established* 

Suppose now that p/ ,p^,p3 satisfy the triangular inequality. 

* Loc. cit. 

"Î* Three points are said to be linear if one is between the other 

For if p, ,pa,,ps are congruent to three points of a circle, 

then the points either are￼in which case the triangular inequality 

is obviously satisfied) or else they satisfy the relation 

P^+P^ + P^ = 2d (1) 

that P)Pi>Pi.P3 + P/P3 • (2) 

two 
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If the triple is linear, then p, ,p^,p? are congruent to three points 

of a circle of metric diameter d , where d is greater than or equal 

to the largest of the numbers p; p^, p^p3 , p7 P3 • If the triple is not 

linear, we may write 

P, P„.-f-PJ?,-*-P(P5 = 2d'. 

Then the points are congruent to three points of a circle of metric 

diameter d'. To show this we need only note that each of the distances 

p^p^, PjPj, P(P,» is than d’. For suppose pne of these distances, 

say P;?^» is Aot less than d'. Then 

P, P„+-P,.PS + P, P, é, 2p; ]3i that is 

PP+PP P P • 

But this is impossible since the points P/ »P^»P3 
aro no^ linear and the 

triangular inequality holds* 

Using this result one may define a metric space as a semi¬ 

metric space each three points of which is circular* 

Theorem Four points »p«. of a semi-metric space are 

d-cyclic if and only if each three of the points is d-cyclic and 

_Alp, =■ Q « 
To prove the necessity of the conditions we suppose that p/ ,p^, 

Pjjp^ are congruent to four points p/,p^,p^,p£ of the circle* Then 

each three of the points is congruent to three points of the circle, 

and we have only to show that A(p,,p,_,p,,p4.) = 0. We take as the 

origin of a two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system the center 

of the circle through p' ,p' ,p.' >p’ • Denoting by A • the cosine of the 
f % 3 

angle between the x-axis and the line joining the origin with p?, and 

by the cosine of the angle between the y-axis and this line, we 

may write 
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co a oCij = ALA^ -v BiB4- $ 

1 = A£ + B* . 

Employing these two relations we may express A(p( ,pv,P3 »P+ ) in 

the form 

A(hK,N^ 

AUB,
V
 A.A^+B.G^ 

A^A.+ BJ.B, At+-B* 

A.A.+ B, B, A,A*+B,3_ 

A^A,+B+ B, A «.A* £*. 

A, 4- 6, A* A* +6* 

A*. Aj *+• Pa. B3 A*. A4 +• Bj, 

K + K A3 «A4. •+• ^3 B+ 

A4 4-B4 

A. B, O O At A3 A4 

Av Bj_ O O 
X 

B, /?*. B3 B4 

A3 ^3 O O O O O e> 

A4. 64 O O O O O 0 

In proving the sufficiency of the conditions, we suppose that 

p/,p^,p3,p^ are such that each three of the points is d-cyclic and 

/\(p, »PV»P3 »P+) — 0» and we show that there exist four points, say 

P,1 *vl »Pj »P^ of the circle such that P, »Pt #P^ >Pf î= P,' »pj*pf* #P.J * . 

At least one of the angles oQj is not equal to V , for if we suppose 

that each angle has the value. /7, we find that A (p, ,p^ ,p3 ,p+ ) equals 

- 16, which contradicts the hypothesis that A (p, »P„»P3 >P+ ) = 0. 

ffe may assume the labeling, so that Hence p, px d. By 

hypothesis there exist three points, say p^p^p’, and three points, 

say p( ,]J_ ,p^, of the circle of metric diameter d such that 

à 
Py»P,_»P3 ^ p’>Pj.»Pj ^d 

P/ ^ F, >K’\ • 

Thus p('p^ - p^ p^ = jT p^ ^ d. 

Now we may make a congruent transformation of the circle into 
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itself so that goes into the point p^ , and goes into p^ • This 

transformation sends p^ into some point, say p^ , such that p'p^ — 

pp = p p and p‘p' - p p — p p. • Since p' has its distances from 

two points, p1 and p', determined and since these two points are not 
I Î— 

diametral, the point p^. is uniquely determined, fe now have 

Wp3 ^ PÎ»pl»p3 * 

P, »P^»P4 Ï’K‘K • 
In order to show that the quadruplé p/ ,p^,p3,p^ is congruent to the 

d-cyclic quadruple p^' »P^ $ ws have only to show that p?p^ — p^'pj • 

We define the expression A(x) ss follows! 

A (x) = 
1 oCtSL oti-j CM* 

— <UKboCx, 1 «<.1.3 

j, 1 

***-<+x. <1*1* If / 

A(x) does not vanish identically since the coefficient of cos *~x, 

namely -( 1 - cos*©^), does not vanish. By the necessity of the con¬ 

ditions of the theorem, a root of A(x) —0 is P* . since P* *p^»p’»p' 

are d-cyclic. By hypothesis, a root of A (x) — 0 is ù.t± . Since 
A>* 

A(x) — 0 is a quadratic equation in cos x, A (*) = 0 has only two 

roots in the interval OtiiS'. We shall show that and Hh\ are 

double roots. We may expand A (x) in the form * 
1 c**-*.* 

3L» 

/ lr>-c(u3 

<UXOIff 
***■<*+>. &<n~X 

( -CoaAoC 

T 

* E. B. Stouffer, American Mathematical Monthly. Vol. 59 (1952), p. 165. 
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By Theorem 1, 

the equation 

^(P,-*P,.,P«.) and ACp^p^,?^) have the value 0. 

A, (x) =.0 may be written in the form 

JL / 

CoXoL, 

C**-oL,%. 

I 

Cw ot/3 

tsOV-CÂ x'i — 0. 

Thus 

GO'S- ^ 

Hence and are double roots of the equation (x) =■ 0. 
A- 

Therefore -p3p^ ■=. pjpj and the theorem is proved* 

Theorems 1 and 5 characterize d-cyclic triples and quadruples. 

It has been shown that the circle has the congruence order four** That 

is» a set is d-cyclic if each quadruple contained in the set is d-cyclic » 

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that a aet of points be 

d-cyclio is that each quadruple of the set satisfy the conditions 

stated in Theorem ^*+ 

We have defined a pseudo d-cyclic set of points as a set such 

that each three of the points is d-cyclic while the set itself is not 

d-cyclic* The remainder of this section is devoted to the characterization 

of such sets* First we shall characterize the pseudo d-cyclic quad¬ 

ruples* The three types of pseudo d-cyclic quadruples are the convex 

tripod* the pseudo-linear pseudo d-cyclic quadruple, and the proper 

pseudo d-cyclio quadruple, containing exactly three, exactly four, and 

no linear triples respectively* 

Lemma. If p, *p*.»p« »p^ form a convex tripod such that each triple 

la d-cyclic* then the sum of opposite distances equals d and no 4»o 

* Karl Menger, "New Foundations of Euclidean Geometry", American 
Journal of Mathematics* Vol* 55 (1951)» P» 725. 

It is obvious that if p, ,p*_,***,p^. (n >4) are d-cyclic, then 
/Mp, »Pi-» • • • »P>, ) — 0» Of. Bocher, Introduction to Higher Algebra* p. 57* 

TL. M. Blumenthal, Loc. cit. 



two pointa are diametral* 

From the definition of the convex tripod, we may assume the 
« 

labeling so that 

= PJP, + P,V 

P3P+= p,v+p,y 
V. « P-P, +■ P/P3 

J 

PP-*-PP-*-PP — 2d; where p p. t d* 

From these relations we obtain immediately 

P, P3 4- P, P^ + P, P4 =- d* 1 

‘ P, P, = d “ P*P, 5 

= d"P3P+J 

P,*V * d“ V9* 
The relations (1) show that the sum of opposite distances equals d, and 

hence that no two of the points are diametral, since the points are dis¬ 

tinct and consequently none of the distances is zero, which is what we 

wished to prove. 

From (l) we have 

Cei'0t1.4=:-c«l^0<,5‘)t^uo(i4 = -c«,o((x; C-«-oO4-~e0Ap<a_3} £*SLC<.1.5= +-<15) 

Applying these relations, we may write 

a) 

A, (p, »PV»P,»P4)= 

/ Cea. 0^-13 Cn-dL^ 

1 t*3~ <*4.3 tM- / 3 

e<WLct,s <10-*-<**.3 1 Co-*- 

Coa. «*13 J 

(I) 

If P, ,p%,p3,?4 form a pseudo-linear pseudo d-cyclic quadruple, 

then opposite distances are equal*, and no two points are diametral^ « 

We may assume the labeling so that 

* Monger, Loc. cit., p. "Jkh* 

+.L. M. Blumenthal, Loc. cit'*, p* 750. 
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following relatione exist; 

"opposite distances are equal* no one of the distances equalè the sum 

of the other two* the sum of three of the distances* no two of which 

are opposite, is equal to the length of the circle" and no two of the 

points are diametral*» Thus «,^+c(lj+c<l3= 2*w*, and hence cos o{».3 =■ 

cos (<*,,_ +crfl3). We note that again in this case the relations (2) hold, 

and A.(p, ^y bs written in the form (l)« 

Summarizing our investigations of the three kinds of pseudo 

d-cyclic quadruples, we find that if p( jp^p^ ,p^ form a pseudo d- 

cyclic quadruple of any of the three kinds, we may express A(P|*P»_»Pj»^ ) 

in the form (I), where cos cos and where none of the 

angles appearing in the determinant has the value 'ip • Expanding this 

determinant, we have 

A.(p( »PtlP)lP4)=l +tWLo(.(l 

* L* M. Blumenthal, "A Complete Characterization of d-Cyclie and 
Pseudo d-Cyclic Sets of Points", American Journal of Mathematics, Vol» 54, 
P« 590. 

Making use of these relations we may again write A(p ,p ,p ,p ) in 
I 4L. 3 ^ 

the form (I). 

If p ,p ,p ,p form a proper pseudo d-cyclic quadruple, then 
I *2-~ 3 4 
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**■— ot.x. 

“ 4 A*"'~ c(,3 t^tv -V-ot JUS^ 

~ -4 frÀ-~y®<(I. AtXJ" oC,j A<—^ «X. J_3 (5) 

This value for A(p, »pv,p3,p^ ) is definitely negative, since no two of 

the points are diametral. Hence we have the following theorem* 

Theorem 4. The determinant of a pseudo d-cyclic quadruple is 

negative. 

Applying the relation (5) and making use of theorems 1 and 5# 

we have immediately the following theorem and corollaries* 

Theorem 5* If all four third-order principal minors of the 

determinant A (p. .P,_.P».PA vanish, and -cT? (i, j 1,2.3,4), then 

A (p, .P^.P. .p^) either vanishes or has the value-4a^V,.».,o4v*v,T 

where < W, and cos^,-,- cos'*^^ . cos-^, » cosV,, =cosVM . 

Corollary 1. The points pt,ptl.p3.p^ form a pseudo d-cyclic 

convex tripod if and only if A (pf .PT .p^ ,p,j) :£0. each third-order 

principal minor vanishes, and COBQ<.,= - cosof,,a. . cos°<,» = - cos**/* . 

COS<X/» - - COB <*%+ . 

Corollary 2* The points P, .P,^P..P^ form a pseudo-linear 

nseudo d-cvclic quadruple if and only if A (P/ .P-^.P* .P-») ^ 0. each 

third-order principal minor vanishes. °<,^=O(*A /Ar , *,,=«*,.4 , 

and_all triples are linear. 

Corollary 5. The points p. .P-^.P^.P^- form a proper pseudo d- 

cvclic quadruple if and only if A (P/.P>,PI.P.^ 0. each third-order 

nrincipal minor vanishes.^ = °<3*. . . and no triples 

are linear. 

We shall now describe methods of construsting the three forms 

of pseudo d-cyclic quadruples. 
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The pseudo d-cyclio convex tripod and the proper pseudo d-cvclic 

quadruple. Let pSpSpJ L© three non-linear points of the circle of 

metric diameter d. Reflect p‘ in the 

diameter through p,', obtaining the 

point p*. Reflect p^1 in the diameter 

through p^, obtaining p**. Let p^ 

and p^ be the two points of the 

circle equidistant from p* and p**. 

W5L shall let p^ be the midpoint of the shorter arc joining p* and p*** 

and p* the point diametral to p£ (see Fig.l). Define the quadruple 

P, » Vpj ,pf 
8Uch that V,K = p,'p* 5 P, p

3 - P/Pl > P^P, = P^P] i 

P,P* = î PJ?r = î P3P+ - PjP^ =- P**P^ • Til® triples P^P^P^î 

P *P, »P. »P *P, »P- are d-cyclic and linear with p between p andp , 

p; and p3,pa_and p^. The triple p/,p^,pj is not linear, but is d-cyclic# 

Hence, pf ,pi_,p5,p^. form a pseudo d-cyclic convex tripod# 

IT P, »P^P.,>P* are defined such that p;p^ pjp^ , P, P3 = pjpj» 

p p — p’p* , p p _ p'S* , p p — p'J' , p p — p*p' p**p* , then 

it is seen immediately that each triple is d-cyclic and not linear 

and that opposite distances are equal. In this case p# .P^P, ,p+ form 

a proper pseudo d-cyclic quadruple# Provided that p/»P^.»pJ are not 

linear, it is true for any arrangement of the. points that the convex 

tripod and the proper pseudo d-cyclic quadruple can be constructed by 

the methods described above. One of the points p| and p* —which one 

depending upon the positions of P,1 >PJ»PJ' — will give the convex tripod 

and the other will give the proper pseudo d-cyclic quadruple# By 

choosing the points P;* »P^»P^ such that the triple is equilateral and by 

applying the methods described above, a proper pseudo d-cyclic 

quadruple which is equilateral may be constructed# 
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The pseudo-linear pseudo d-cycllo quadruple» If the points 

P,»P,»PI are chosen so that the triple is linear and no two of the points 

are diametral and if p^ and p+‘ are determined as in the previous case 

and the quadruple p^ ,p^ ,p^ ,p^ definêd as above, then in either case 

each triple is d-cyclic and linear, opposite distances are equal, and 

the four points form a pseudo-linear pseudo d-cyclic quadruple. 

Pseudo d-cyclic sets no four points of which form a convex 

tripod are called regular. In order to establish the theorem charac¬ 

terizing sets of this type which contain more than four points we 

shall prove two lemmas concerning the fifth-order determinant 

^(P/jP^PjfP* Consider the determinant A(p, >Pv,P3,p, ,%_) 

subject to the following hypotheses* 

(a) . 0 <. °<-oj 

(b) . Each third-order principal minor vanishes. 

(c) . At least one fourth-order principal minor does not vanish. 

(d) . .If A(p.>P.»P #P. ) is any non-vanishing fourth-order 
** i K A. 1 

principal minor, it is possible so to arrange the labeling of the elements 

of the minor that cost*.^ +• coseC^yiO. 

Lemma 1. A (p. ,p*.,p,,p.a,py) does not contain exactly one 

non-vanishing fourth-order principal minor. 

We shall assume that ACp^p^.p^»!»^) ■=£ 0. Then by theorem 5, 

A (p »P »P, ) is negative and none of the six angles contained in this 

minor has the value 7f . By the three corollaries to theorem 5 we have 

COStf,^— COSO<J4J C08c</3=rC0So<:44J COS ctf^COSo^. (1) 

We suppose that the four remaining fourth-order principal minors 

A (p, >P^»P3 »7S ) » A(p, ’P^P, »Pr )» A(P, ,P3 >P^,Pj. ), and ACP^P, »P^ 
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all vanish and show that this assumption leads to a contradiction* 

Expanding each of these four minors, we obtain the following relations* 

I c( ^3 

CcriL 

^«(34- °^45" 

- 
0 

=■ 0 > 

1 

• ^ot3+ - O . c-°‘*-al*-S' ‘♦Wjy n»“(*r 
Writing a = COS oC,^ — COSo^ } b = COS<*,3 — COSo^ J C r; COSc<^a — COS©^ , 

- O; 

and expanding the four determinants above, we have 
(.fee- — t^toi ttt. 1 y — (A.î—c) t*j«/( I *" e^) te^®^3S* ^ 

(dt—t )c*a.d(/j + l|-fi.v)t4»o(^J' 0 

(fet—t )(Uw t/(i- ~h tt-c-«-)t07~ot.iS- -f- (l—fc-v)£fet.c<^- =0 

(û_C-'ft-)<lWLo(^i—f-(£-C~fe^ +- Cji&vijfy O 

Now coso</jr, cosc^xr, coso<3J., coso^ are not all zero* In fact, we 

get a contradiction by supposing that two of them, say cos c*/5_ and 

cos <^xst are zero. For if so, then <<tjr - Therefore, since 

A(p,.P^Pr) = 0, o</fcmust have the value 0 or^*, which is impossible* 

The four equations cannot be satisfied, then, unless 

That is 

Nt* »1 

O 

cue-t- e-%— <L 0 

eu 4--e- SoC- i- 0 l - oS^ — 
O 

o. 4--- e O £- C- — Ou 
* 

0 l-e*~ 

• v 1 
ÛJU*, oC IS* 

1 

, - C«o(13 c-r»-c(. ltcjsLo(xl- 0 AMV • t- 

O — /Uses* c(§2 — 

4 fi^n, e^j.j 

In the proof of theorem 1, we showed that °<i_, e/l? , c/^3 are such that 

= 0. {2) 
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either -+ — u.'ïî' or on® angle equals the sum of the otner 

two* Thus» two cases present themselves* 

Case 1* «/,>_ — aTn* (5) 

In this case equation (2) becomes 

=. O 

fui*, o(t^fuLo(ty <rf n. O 

fijuJL <rf / JL erf, 3 1 %„ âÙ,o(^3 0 

* X- 
ftAe*. frf | ^ 

V4.|3 0 ûMW o(^ (U^*V rf '13 

0 /S^crf0 
* ** 1 

/IWM OS 

ing sin U,^_ out of the first two rows, sin 0^ l3 out of 

row, and sin out of the fourth row, and interchanging the first and 

fourth columns and the second and third columns, we have 

°*a-3 AVK ^i3 

• v 

o 

\l 

o 

^fibww.fit, 3 /Ur* x> O 

V3 ^ | ^ j ^ O 

Evaluation of this determinant gives the relation 

o(,v4. /2A~L> <<1.3 f ^Aw c(t%t '4‘AJUW 

(4) 

»» > =■ O . 

The first factor cannot vanish. Hence one of the remaining factors 

vanishes* Suppose the second factor vanishes* Then 

oCx-3 — — O 

From (5) /9A*A.O(,3 -f-ru*LtX/l.cw.«/».3 -+* cw-©*/*. <aA^~o(*9~ 0 

Adding these two equations we have 

1 j, (/ ■+* 6M-o(n ^ -j- A'*'' o(t} ( / ofi^jr 0, 

This is impossible since both terms are definitely positive. Similarly 

we may show it is impossible that any of the remaining factors vanish* . 
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Case 2» On© of the angles •(,,, •(t.3 equals the sum of the 

other two# We may assume that 

— -b •( 1-3 • 
(5) 

In this case, equation (2) becomes 

“AÙV o(l%> 4^- a.3 

«*» 

O 

O | x- 

0U3 <* , 3 

• * . 
IMVA}.) *'!• 

fj^|3. ft**w c()3 O 

O 1M- V ft*- ■ c(a.^ *“ ftMwCtj: 

Factoring sin */*_ out of the first two rows, sin *</a out of the third 

row, and sin <us out of the fourth row, and interchanging the first 

. columns and the second and third 

O 
t 

/ÎA*W ^ 1 X- — 40A*VW ,3 

IOAAW O 1-3 

Avis. °^| 3 *■ £Lcw o4 ^ <j O 

*><. |1L 

n O 
-—1 Æ*-»w 0<, 

o 

This determinant is the same as the corresponding determinant considered 

in Case 1 except for the factor -1, as may be seen by multiplying the 

second and fourth columns and the first row by -1* Hence, again we have 

the equation (4)* Assume first that the second factor of (4) vanishes* 

/ ft. + •< v » — A*». •( ,3 s p , 

From (5) '2-wLoc+9. 3 c*-a.*< — A—- °C / 3 — o 

Subtracting these two equations we have 

tC C. ■/* ^13 ^ ^ CV3. ©C / ) 

This is impossible, since both terms are definitely positive* Assuming 

the third factor of (4) vanishes we have 

j 3 ^ f 3. “ j = Û , 

4*^0(|3 ft***- **/3 'SU~'-' ***■ 3 '=- O . From (5) 
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Subtracting these two equations, we obtain the relation 

fa-T— (_ I +C&L. of 13 ) ■+* AÜ. oC / J ( l— t»x o<,v ) O . 

which ia also impossible* Similarly we may show that it is impossible 

for the fourth factor of ('4) to vanish. Hence the proof of the lemma 

is completed* 

Lemma 2* Ho fourth-order principal minor of A(P. »P<-$ 

vanishes. 

By the preceding lemma, there are at least two non-vanishing 

fourth-order principal minors. We may assume, then, that A.(p, »Pz_»P, >Pf ) 

and A-(p, »P>.»P3 JPJ-) do not vanish. Then none of the nine angles con¬ 

tained in these two minors has the valued, and 

/!_ — tfJ o( J4 — Of g J.— • | 

/ J =• C«.e<j.4 — C*9-o(uS~ f (l) 

O**. of. ^3 “ £♦* ®^/4 ” C09- oC is~ 

by the corollaries to theorem 5. 

Suppose that any other fourth-order principal minor, say (p, ♦p^p^p^.) 

vanishes. Then from the expansion of A.(p, »Pv»P4*Pj-) we have 

I C^ra.ofia_ 

C4TX /s' Cft- of. (.4- £#*■ 

Applying (1), we may write this equation in the form 

\ 

0(2.4. C«TL of, . 

- o 

C#»~ o</4 '4-4 

- 0. 

Consider the function 'f (x) defined as follows» 

I C^sLoClt_ 

Y’tt) =: <to4-oC,^ 

CoxoC/+ 

l 

*-4- 

ofj-4 

% 
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Since ACp^p^p^) — 0, one root of (x) = 0 is x - 1; Moreover, 

since Ÿ (x) - 0 ia a linear equation and since the coefficient of x, 

namely (• 1 - cosV;V) does not vanish, 1 is the only root of 'P(x)- 0. 

Therefore cos oLf-g- — 1, and hence o^O, which is impossible. Hence 

the lemma is proved. 

Hence, tinder the conditions imposed, no fourth-order principal 

minor of the determinant ACp^Pj,»?, »p+,^. ) vanishes. By theorem 5 

each fourth-order principal minor is negative and, by the corollaries 

to theorem 5, opposite angles in each quadruple are equal. Making use of 

this fact, we have immediately the following theorem. 

Theorem 6. Each element of the determinant /\(p, ,p. «p, ,p..«p<-) 

outside the principal diagonal has the same value, and this value is - •§•« 

The first part of this theorem is obtained by equating opposite 

angles in each quadruple. Since each triple is d-cyclic, in order that 

each of the three angles in each triple have the same value, this value 

must be 2^. Hence cos The value of this determinant is 

found to be - 

Stating theorem 6 as a theorem on sets of points, we have the 

Theorem 7. A regular pseudo d-cyclic quintuple is equilateral*. 

By applying mathematical induction we obtain a more general theorem 

Theorem 8. A regular pseudo d-cyclic set containing more than four 

points is equilateral. 

We have shown that the theorem holds if the set consists of 

exactly five points. We shall assume the theorem holds for sets con¬ 

taining k points (k>4) and show that it follows that the theorem is true 

«s 
-   , '   " ,"1   -T" ,,a-      

* This theorem as well as the following one are proved ly L. M. 
Blumenthal in the paper "Concerning Regular Pseudo d-Cyclic Sets", 
American Journal of Mathematics. Vol. 54, pp. 729-758. The proof 
given above for theorem7 is quite différait from the proof given by 
Blumenthal. 



for sets containing k+-l points. 

Let p ,p ,p be a regular pseudo d-cyclic set containing 

exactly k+1 points. At least one k-tuple contained in these k+-l 

points is a pseudo d-cyclic set, for otherwise each k points and hence 

each four points is d-cyclic. But since the circle has the congruence 

order four, if each four points is d-cyclic, the k-*-l points are d-cyclic, 

which contradicts the hypothesis that the set is pseudo d-cyclie. We pay 

assume the labeling, then, so that p, ,p ,...,p, are pseudo d-cyclic. 

. At least one other k-tuple is pseudo d-cyclic. For if we suppose 

that all k-tuples‘except p/ ,p^,... ,p^ are d-cyclic, then each quad¬ 

ruple contained in them is d-cyclic. But all the quadruples contained 

in p ,p ,...,p, are contained in the k remaining k-tuplea. Hence, 
/ î* ft/ 

from our supposition it follows that the set p .p^ ,...,p. is d-cyclic, 
/ #— ft* 

which is impossible. Thus, we may assume that P^»P5 i
8 a 

pseudo d-cyclic k-tuple. Since we assume the theorem true for .pseudo 

d-cyclic sets containing k points, the sets p ,p ,...,p, and p ,p 

P/t,®!s.*/ ^rs e<luiia^erai end each distance contained in the two sets 

equals ^ . All the distances, then, except-p/p^ have been, shown to 

have the value • To show that p p, equals , we consider the 
3 i k+i 3 

triple p ,p ,p • This triple is d-cyclic and 
/ %■ 

h ^ — k-Fju. ^ 

Evidently the triple p ,p ,p. cannot be linear. Hence 
/ 2- &+I 

Therefore P,P*+ » and the theorem is proved. 

Changing back to our determinants! notation, we have the following 

theorem as the analogue to theorem 8 
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Theorem 9» If A (p. ,p,p^), n>4, ia such that 

(a) . o < IT • 

(b) . Each third-order principal minor vanishes» 

(c) . At least one fourth-order principal minor doea not 

vanish» 

(d)» If A(P»-la any non-vanishing fourth- 

order principal minor, it is possible so to arrange the labeling of the 

elements of the minor that 

then each angle contained in the determinant ha9 the value and the 

determinant has the value —4r (7t~3) ». 

In ord9r to obtain the value of A.(p »P ,»»»,p ) given above, 
I X- A 

we evaluate the determinant of the n-th order defined as follows* 

I 

CL 

CL* 

CL 

CO 

I 

CO 

CO 

Co 

Co 

I 

CL 

<0 * Ci* 

CO • • • (o 

CO • • • CO 

( • * • CO 

Cu Co co • l 

\~<o 

CO 

e> 

o 

CL-I 

I 

CO -\ 

Co-t 

o 

CO 

I-CL 

O 0**0 

Co • • * OL 

■O' * •• o 

l^OL* ** o 

CL - ! 

\ 

CL -1 

CL-t 
* 

0 

CL-i 

CO 

1-co 

o 

CL 

O 

i~~<o 

CO 

0 

o 
9 

9 
9 

i-co 

— CO 

(0-1 

CL-I 

CO-1 

o 

1-tL 

O 

£) • • « 

o . ♦ 

t-iX* - • 

L.. 

I —A. 

Ù 

O 

O 
0 

i-CL 

U-ÛL.) A-*,^ -+-&-0-*-) 

(1) 
Since — 1, we have 
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At- 1 

AjL — (1 - a)(l +• a) 

A5 r= (1 - af(l + 2a) 

which suggest the formula 

(1 - a S *jl + (n - 1) a| (2). 
If we assume the formula (2) holds for n =: k, then by applying (l) we 

find that the formula holds for n = k 4-1. Hence, by mathematical 

induction, the formula (2) is correct. If we substitute — i for 

a in (2) we obtain the value (-f;)71 '(fl-?) for A^which is what 

we wished to show. 

We shall characterize r-spheric and pseudo r-spheric sets by 

means of theorems similar to the theorems characterizing d-cyclic and 

pseudo d-cyclic sets. It is evident that d-cyclic sets are included 

among the r-spheric sets. Throughout this section d equals^ r. 

We define the angle <*t: and the determinant A-(p.,p ,««.,p ) 

as in Section I. We shall denote by o the center of the sphere of radius 

r and by v(p; ,p^,...,p>i,o) the volume of the simplex determined by 

the n4-l points p, ,p^,...,p^,o* 

II. The Sphere. S-,^ . 

Denoting the Euclidean distance between p^. and p^ by ij we 

have 

ij = 2r*”- 2r%os j (1) 
But >•••»? »°)* (2) 

- 

♦ Merger, Loc. cit., p. 758* 
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where D(p ,p ,*..,p ,o) =. 
| V X 

Subtracting the last .row of the determinant D(p ,p ,o) from 

each preceding row except the first* and subtracting the last column 

from each preceding column* we have 

D(p, »P, »o) — 

Applying (l) this equation may be written in the form 

DCP^P^.-^P^O) *(-ni**' (?.A.vf‘A(p1,pi_,...,p^). 

Substituting this value for D(p ,p *•*.*p ,o) in (2) we obtain the 

desired relation 

A (p, — Sit, — 

As a corollary to this lemma we have the following lemma* 

Lemma 2* If p, ,T>, ,*«.,p„ (n > 3) are r-apheric, then 

If n equals 5, them v*~(p »P »Pa *o) has the value zero if p * 

p,*p. ,o lie in a plane and is poàitive if p ,p ,p ,o do not lie in a 

plane. Since p ,p ,p ,o lie in a plane if and only if p ,p ,p lie 

on a great circle of the sphere, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 5» If p,*p,.*p^ are r-apheric and not d-cyclic then 

A(p. is positive. 

M X —X —X V 
"■** 0- A- 13. —XA* • • • I *■' ^ A* 

OIY'-JLA?" —%/CT • •• 

o 1 1 • • • i 1 

1 0 rV~ * • * fC" A»*- 

.1 £!*■ o • • • 
—• %» %7u A.*" 

# • • • * 
• • • « » 
• • • • • 
1 n« iCx 0 * • 0 A- 

1 /tV A • • • O 
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Theorem 10* Three pointa p, ,p,_,p, of a semi-metric space are 

r-spherlc If and only If (1,3-1,2,5) end A (p, ,P-,_.P» )^ 0» 

The necessity of the conditions follows immediately from Lemma 5 

and theorem 1* To prove the suffiwiency of the conditions we consider 

two cases* 

Case 1* A(P. .P,JPJ — 0* In this case the three points are 

d-cyclic, by theorem 1* and hence are congruent to three points of a 

great circle of the sphere* 

Case 2» A(PI»P^»PO > 0* We shall show that the three angles 

c*,».» c</3 » satisfy the triangular inequality and that their sum is 

less than 2 If* We have 

A(p, «■'. fl' (l) 
*- 2- X 2- 

Each of the three angles cannot have the value If, for if so then 

A (p( ,p^,p3) has the value ~ 4, which is impossible. Hence 

o < +^,9 <3 •n1. 

We shall show first that 

0 

Obviously ®(.x.+<*l3 + o<0 -f for if so, then by (1) A(pf»Pv»Pa) 

equals zero which is impossible* We suppose,then,that 

%fn* +• ®(|j 4»3*ïï^ (2) 

and show that this supposition leads to a contradiction* • We shall 

denote by A,B' ,and 0 the angles -r , and~«*i 
3- x. x. 

respectively. Then /A|, IBI , and |c| are all less than TP* Now, no 

one of the angles A, B, 0 is negative; for suppose 'that any one of 

them, say A, is negative. Then «£*.-+• Hence +«<,.* 4 e*,, 4. j»jji 

which contradicts (2). Therefore sin A, sin B, sin 0 are all positive. 

From (2), sin °^t±£ü_+îii3 is negative. Substituting in (1), then, 
2_ 

we find that A (p, negative and we have a contradiction. 
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0 < </. #*.*+o£».a +«^i3 < ^-TiP 

Therefore sin «<».•»•*»■* -t-rfia is positive# Since A (p. >P* »P, ) is positive, 
3_ i *- 3 

ve see from (l) that sin A sin B sin 0 must be positive# Hence, either 

all three of the factors sin A, sin B, and sin 0 are positive, or two 

of them are negative and one is positive. We show that the latter 

condition cannot arise# Suppose that two of the factors, say sin A 

and sin B, are negative. Then since |A| and | B\ are less than'ïT, A 

and B themselves must be negative# Hence, we have 

ot|x.4-o£v?'"°^«3 4 O • 

4 0 

Therefore, O 

which is impossible. Hence, sin A, sin B, sin C are all positive and 

consequently A, B, 0 are all positive. Thus, 

oC, v > <*.* 

^ il* -4- 0^,3* > <**3 

These relations show that <*,*., , andeKra satisfy the triangular 

inequality,and we have shown above that the sum of the three angles 

doe s not exceed 27I1» Then there exist three points of the sphere of 

radius r congruent to P^P^P* 

Theorem 11. Four points p.,i>TjPttP4 of a semi-metric space 

are r-spheric if and only if each three of the points is r-spherlc 

If the four points are r-spheric then each three is r-splieric 

and, by lemma 2, A.(p, »P*_*P3>P4) equals zero# and the necessity of the 

conditions is proved. 
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To prove the sufficiency we suppose A.(p, *P^»P3»P4) — 0 and 

that each three points is r-spheric, and we show there exist four points 

of the sphere congruent to p, »P^»P3»P^. • The theorem is immediate if 

each three points is d-cyclic for then, by theorem 5, the four points 

are congruent to four points of a great circle of the sphere. We shall 

suppose, then, that at least one triple, say p; >P>.»P3 * is not d-cyclic. 

Thai no two of the points p ,p ,p. have the distanceIfr} i. e. 

oCt.-i * and <<#3 are all less than JP. By hypothesis there exist three 

points, say p*, p^, p’, of the sphere and three points, say ]T ,p^,p^, of 

the sphere such that 

P,*P^P, -a: P/>PSP3' and 

P, »P^»P 4 Pj »Pt»P4 ♦ 

Then = P/P£ — P, P,* 

Now we may make a congruent transformation of the sphere into itself 

so that p^ goes into p', and goes into p|_. This transformation 

sends p^ into some point of the sphere, say p* , such that p^'pj* = Ç P+ 

and p^p* « pjp^. Since p* has its distances from the two points p’ 

and p*_ determined and since these two points are not diametral, there 

are at most two such points p*. Two cases present themselves. 

Case 1» Pj, are not d-cyclic. In this case there are 

exactly two possible positions on the sphere for p*. We shall denote 

these points by and p^". Then these two points are reflections of 

each other in the plane through p^' and p|_ and the center of the sphere. 

Since p ,p ,p are not d-cyclic, the point p* is not on this plane and 

hence p’p1^ p'p'157• We now have 
3 rf- T r3 \ 

P^P^.P, ^ P^P^.P^ 

p/»vp4 ^ p/,,pi'p?r# 
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.Hence, in order to prove the theorem we have only to show that pap^t=r 

p^p^7 or p3p4*- pjp^ • In order to do this we define the expression 

A(x) as follows * 

A (x) — 

\ dr% cC ! CmL<<I3 Cyt-d- /4 

ÙOÎ-* 2.1 \ iyi— « 

f (Ury oC 3 \ cjn- % 

dry 0C4 | dry % 1 

/\ (x) is not identically zero for the coefficient of cos*x, namely 

- (1 - coa’V/x) does not vanish* By the necessity of the conditions 

of the theorem, A(x) —0 has the two unequal roots and fa • 

By hypothesis a root of A(x) =0 is b£i , Since A(x) —Q is 
Ay 

a quadratic equation in cos x, the equation has only two roots in the 

interval 0 ^ x^T? • Hence either 

P5Ef - P3'P/ or 

P,P4 = P,'p/« 

In either case the theorem is proved, for either 

V, or 

p/,»^*p3,»p4r’* 

Case 2* p, ,p, »pA are d-»cyclic* In this case the point p* is 

unique* Ve shall denote this point t>y p| and shall show that 

p, .pt.p3 .pt ^ p; pi P; .P; • 

We have 

P,*P^*P3 ^ P^P^P,' ** 

p,»p*>tf P',>PI>PI • 

Thus we need only to show that p9p4 — p^p* • To do this we define 

the expression A(x) as in the preceding case and we show that fa fa 
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and f3> fit are double roots of A(x) —0* By the necessity of the con- 

ditions of the theorem a root of A-(x) — 0 is h'fii' • By hypothesis a 
/u- 

root of A (x) =■ 0 is ùîi • Expanding A(x) we obtain 

A (*) = 

SO 
\ Ctrl— 1 *i- 2- 

l C<rx- «*2-3 

CXFJLcÂjf. X. dr*. X 

(1) 

A (x) is not identically zero for the same reason as in the preceding 

case, and A (x) — 0 has only two roots in the interval • From 

(1) we see that and fej* are double roots of A(x) — 0* Hence 

P3P4 — P3P4 • Therefore 

P, »P^»P3»P4 - P,' *P4 

and the proof is completed* 

Theorem 12* Five points p, ,p^- of a semi-metrio space 

are r-spheric if and only if each four of the points is r-spheric and 

If the five points are r-spherio then obviously each four of the 

points is È-sphèric. By lemma 2, A(p #P #P ,p ,p ) — 0. Hence, the 
I 3 4 S’ 

necessity of the conditions is established. 
* 

By theorem 11 each fourth-order principal minor vanishes* If 

each three points is d-cyclic, then by theorem 5 each four points is d- 

cyclic* The sufficiency of the conditions is immediate in this case 

since the circle has the congruence order four* In this case the five 

points are congruent to five points of a gréai circle of the sphere* 
é 

Now we need only to establish the sufficiency of the conditions 

for the case in which at least one triple is r-spheric and not d-cyclic* 

We may assume the labeling so that p^ ,,p3 are not d-cyclic* Then 

A.(p,»P^»P3) Is positive. By hypothesis there exist four points, say 
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p',p*,pl*p! of the sphere and four points, say p ,p #ps#p_# of the 
I 3 *T f 7— 3 S' 

sphere such that 

P,»P^P3#Pf P)»Pi»P]»Pi end 

P, »PV»P3 »P^ ^ P, »P*_»P3 >Px- * 

We may make a congruent transformation of the sphere into itself so 

that "p goes into p’, pi goes into P*» P, go®® into p', and p goes 

into some point, say p1. The point p'has its distances from the 

three points p',p^,p^ fixed and equal respectively to p^ and 

p^ p. Now p^',P^_»P3
I ar® n°t on a great circle of the sphere because 

p’,P^_»P3' ar® congruent to p^ ,JJ,^ and this triple is not d-cyclic. 

Hence the point pj, is unique* We wish to show that 

p, «p„«p, *vs-~ •»>; • 
We have 

P, >K»P,»P^ ^ P*Pi*Pj»P* and 

VP^P^P^ PSPSPJ^ • 

Hence we need only to show that p„ p & p 'p ’ • 
4 JT~ 4 %l 

In order to do this we define the expression A(x) as follows* 

\ Ltn-oL <-**-«<•13 C*x.cLt4 Ci*c«.V| l Ctt-d- Ï.3 c-o. «<».r 
dr* 0(3 | Cm- 0C5 1 0(34 cov- ^3r 
6oi.e(^ | C^ra.c<4 3 . 1 £«r>. X 

frrK C&7- X» 1 
A (x) does not vanish identically, since the coefficient of cos*x, 

namely — A(p, »PV»P3) i® not zero. By the necessity of the conditions 

of the theorem a root of A.(x) — 0 is By hypothesis a root of 

A(*) —0 is fair, Since A (x) —0 is a quadratic equation in cos x A-*" 

the equation has only two roots in the interval O-^-x^V , Expanding 

A (x) we have 
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AU)^ 

1 £**-*t$ 
flL 

€«-<*». i 1 Cm<x4 

— 1 V 

Coa-cAÿ'j On* A s' a. On- X 

Hence fë^and éf^are double roots of A.(x)— 0. Therefore 
fly Ay 

p p — p'p* and hence 

P, »Po.»P3 »Pf »Pr ~ P,' 'P^'Pj *P4' ,P^ 

which is what we wished to show. 

Theorems 10, 11, and 12 characterize r-spheric triples, quad¬ 

ruples, and quintuples. Since the sphere has the congruence order 

five*, it follows that the necessary and sufficient condition that a 

set of points be r-spherlc is that each quintuple of the set satisfy 

the conditions stated in theorem 12+ The remainder of this section 

consist s of a treatment pseudo r-spheric sets containing five points. 

Theorem 15. If five points p, ,p< ,p^ .p^- of a semi-metric 

space are wseudo r-spheric then A(P, .Pj .P^-) is negative. 

From the definition of the pseudo r-spheric quintuple and 

theorem 11 each fourth-order principal minor of A(p. *p, »Pe,*P. *R_) 

vanishes. Hence, at least one third-order principal minor does 
i 

not vanish; that is, at least one triple is not d-cyclic, for 

otherwise each four points is d-cyclic by theorem But if each 

four points is d-cyclic, the five points are d-cyclic, since the circle 

has the congruence order four, and hence are r-spheric. Thus, we may 

* Menger, Loc. cit., p. 725. 
tit is obvious that if p, ,p,j»..,pK (n >5) are r-spheric, then 

A (P *P »«»*>P ) =-0. Of. Bocher, Loc. cit. f t- 



assume the labeling so.that p# »p}_»p3 are r-spheric and are not d-cyclic. 

Hence A (p, #P, »P, ) > 0. 

Evaluating A(pf »P^»P3 »]>.) we obtain 
\ C<r*~ 

» tn- 0(1.4 

1 

tAfr-ckf-4 

A(p ,p ,p ,p ,p )=■  

Therefore A (p »P *P »P »P ) ^ 0. 
/ x- 3 *4 'v ' 

But if A(p, »P »P, »R.*P.,-) equals zero, the five points are r-spheric 

by the preceding theorem* Hence 

A(P, »P,.»P3*P4 >£,-) < °* 

Theorem 14* None of the triples contained in a pseudo r-spheric 

quintuple is d-cycllc and each two points are isogonal segconjugatea 

with respect to the other three points* 

We shall let the pseudo r-spheric quintuple be p ,p ,p ,p. ,p_* 

As was shown in the proof of theorem 15, at least one triple contained 

in these points is not d-cyclic* We may assume the labeling so that 

P, »P,>P, is such a triple* There exist three points p',p',p' of the 

sphere such that 

Wp3 * P',Pi’Pi • 
Then p' »pSpj are not on a great circle. There exist four points 

p'1 ,p^* ,p^’ * ,p^1 of the sphere such that 

p, »P^»P3 »p4« p;'>p{_',P;‘,PV 

Hence P, ^P, » PfSp^iP^ ^ P.'^Pa • 

We may make a congruent .transformation of the sphere into itself so 

that p*' goes into p', pn goes into p', pM goes into p*, and p'1 

■ I 1- I- 3 3 7 
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goes into some point» say pj| • Similarly» there exist four points» 

say p'( 
1 ' ,p^J1 ,pj '1 ,p^_'1 of the sphere such that 

n n n r> ~ —Ilf —tit —t « I — 11 I^ P »P »P„ >P_ ^ P »P„ »P„ »P_ • 
/a- 3 JT / a-3 JT 

We may make a congruent transformation of the sphere into itself so 

that p*M goes into p', p|J1 goes into pj, p^M goes into p^', and p^'1 

goes into some point, say p'. The points p* and p' so detemined are 

unique since their distances from the three Joints P,»P,»PI are fixed, 

and since these three points are not on a great circle of the sphere* 

Thus we have 

p/ « p;.pi,p;.p+' (1) 

pj.pi.pj.pj. (2) 

Hence p>J. (5) 

for otherwise p ,p ,p »p*»p_ are congruent to p,*P,»P,>P,»p, and thus 

are r-spheric, which is impossible* 

There exist four points, sajfe" ,pT ,p~ ,p" , of the sphere such that 
r2* 3 T 

Vp5 ~ VVVV 
Then P^*P3,p^ ^ >P_PSpJ,pj. * 

We may make a congruent transformation of the sphere into itself 

sending p, into p', p~ into p*, and p into some point, say p*:* 

Hence we have 

P»'P, ,p, • W 

From (1), (2), (5), snd (4) 

pipr*-= pvpr= p 

»SV= >,»«- = P3P^ 

P ' P ^ — JP ^ P'p'* 
4T 4 V ^7 V" 

Therefore p' and pL are distinct and p*T is the image of p'in the plane 

through p*, p', and the center of the sphere. Treating in a similar 
*- 3 
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marner the two remaining quadruples; namely, p ,p ,p ,p an< 
/ i 4 

we obtain the relations 
•V*4 'V 

p,,P3 .5,.ç. ^ P;.P^P4',P,> w 

P( »P^#P4»Pa_ -x P' »P^»P4* »P/ (5) 

where pp" is the image of p in the plane through pj, pj, and the center 

of the sphere, and is the image of in the plane through p*, pj, 

and the center of the sphere* 

Fig. 2 

From (2), (5), (4), and (5) we have 

p, ?- - * »X • 
Thus p' is equidistant from the points pt~, p*", and p3, which are, 
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respectively, the images of pj. in the plane through pj, pj ,and the 

center of the sphere; p', p1, and the center of the sphere; and p1, 
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pj, and the center of the sphere* Therefore p^ is the isogonal con¬ 

jugate of p' with respect to p', p*, p* • 

The above analysis itself may be used to show that p^ ,p^,p^_ 

are not d-cyclic, for if so, then p,*P,»P* are on a great circle and 

the points pj and p* must be identical, which is impossible. Likewise 

p ,p ,p and p ,p ,p are not d-cyclic. Now we may use p ,p ,p_ in 

place of p^ ,p^ ,p? in the analysis above. In this manner we find p^ 

and p* are isogonal conjugates with respect to p',p'»P*• Using p,,p ,p 

in place of pf »P^»P3 we find that p^ and p_J_ are isogonal conjugates 

with respect to pSpSpl and so on* Finally, we find that each two 
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points are isogonal conjugates with respect to the other three points 

and that no three points are d-cyclic, for if three of the points 

are d-cyclic then the isogonal conjugate construction breaks down, 

two of the points being identical, which is impossible. 


